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We develop an asymptotially exat renormalization group (RG) approah that treats eletron-
eletron and eletron-phonon interations on an equal footing. The approah allows an unbiased
study of the instabilities of Fermi liquids without the assumption of a broken symmetry. We apply
our method to the problem of strongly oupled superondutors and nd the temperature T ∗ below
whih the high-temperature Fermi liquid state beomes unstable towards Cooper pairing. We show
that T ∗ is the same as the ritial temperature Tc obtained in Eliashberg's strong oupling theory
starting from the low-temperature superonduting phase. A 1/N-expansion shows that the method
is asymptotially exat and Migdal's theorem follows as a onsequene. Finally, our results lead to
a novel way to alulate numerially, from mirosopi parameters, the transition temperature of
superondutors.
PACS numbers: 74.20-z,74.20.Fg,74.25.K
There is a renewed interest in understanding
the interplay between eletron-eletron and eletron-
phonon interations in strongly orrelated eletroni
systems
1,2,3,4,5
. While the experimental data indiate
the important role played by both eletron-eletron and
eletron-phonon interations, theoretial progress has
been limited due to the omplexity assoiated with treat-
ing these two interations on an equal footing. Most ap-
proahes rely on mean-eld treatments where a favorite
order parameter and broken symmetry are introdued by
hand. It is highly desirable if instead one ould predit
the leading instability starting from the geometry of the
Fermi surfae, the strength of the ouplings, and the bare
energy sales of the problem, suh as the Fermi energy,
EF , and the Debye frequeny, ωD.
The renormalization group (RG) provides suh an
approah
6
, one that has been suessful in explaining the
stability and instabilities of Landau Fermi liquids in more
than one dimension. Let us reall the two-stage proe-
dure advoated there. Firstly, given a mirosopi theory
dened in all of momentum spae one integrates out all
modes exept those within an energy ut-o Λ of EF . In
d = 2, whih is our fous in this work (the d = 3 ase
an be treated in analogous way
8
), the remaining phase
spae has the form of an annulus of radius kF (the Fermi
momentum) and width 2Λ/vF (where vF is the Fermi
veloity). In the beginning of this proess of integrating
out high energy modes, the orretions are treated per-
turbatively in the strength of the interations. In the se-
ond stage, provided that mode elimination have reahed
an energy ut-o Λ ≪ EF , a 1/N expansion emerges,
with N ≃ EF /Λ. More preisely, imagine dividing the
annulus into N pathes of size of order (Λ/vF )
2
. The
momentum of eah fermion k is a sum of a "large" part
(order kF ) entered on a path labeled by a path in-
dex i = 1, ..., N and a "small" momentum (order Λ/vF )
within the path
6
. It an then be veried that in all
Feynman diagrams of this ut-o theory the path index
plays the role of a onserved isospin index exatly as in
a theory with N fermioni speies. The eletron-eletron
interation terms, written in this notation, ome with a
pre-fator of 1/N (∼ Λ/EF ), and the RG orretions an
be organized in terms of powers of 1/N . Summing up
the series of dominant orretions in order 1/N beomes
asymptotially exat sine N → ∞ as the RG proe-
dure dereases the ut-o Λ → 0. This 1/N -expansion
has been developed in ref.[6℄ and has been used to show
that, provided one an start the RG ow at Λ0 ≪ EF
(large N), Landau's Fermi liquid theory emerges as the
asymptotially exat theory for repulsive fermions with
a generi (non-nested and with no singularities) Fermi
surfae. In this way the RG expansion goes beyond per-
turbation theory and the end values of the ouplings an
be large. We make use of this expansion here and extend
it for the ase when phonons are present.
Eletron-phonon interations in the Wilson-like RG of
ref. [6℄, wherein momenta are resaled to attain a xed
point, posed the following problem
7
: eletroni momen-
tum sales dierently parallel and perpendiular to the
Fermi surfae while phonon momentum sales isotropi-
ally. We irumvent this problem by using the quantum
eld theory version of the RG in whih the ut-o depen-
dene of ouplings that preserves the physial quantities
denes the ow, with no resaling of momenta or fre-
quenies.
The paper is organized as follows: The RG approah
for interating fermions that are also oupled to phonons
is desribed in Se. I. In Se. II we illustrate our
method for a irular Fermi surfae and an analytial
solution is obtained. The RG indiates an instability
in the Cooper hannel when the eletron-phonon ou-
pling is strong enough to overome the eetive repulsive
eletron-eletron interations. In Se. III we present the
nite temperature formalism. We obtain the tempera-
ture T ∗ at whih the high-temperature Fermi liquid state
beomes unstable in the Cooper hannel. We demon-
strate that T ∗ is the same as the superonduting tem-
perature Tc that is obtained from the Eliashberg theory of
2strongly oupled superondutor, whih approahes the
transition from the ordered phase
10,11
. This is an alter-
native derivation of Eliashberg's equations starting from
a Fermi liquid state. Furthermore, by extending the 1/N
analysis to the problem with phonons (Se. IV), we show
that, as in the ase of the Landau's Fermi liquid theory
for eletron-eletron interations, the Eliashberg theory
is the exat low energy eetive theory obtained by using
RG. Migdal's theorem is also derived from the 1/N anal-
ysis. Se. V ontains further disussions and onlusion.
I. RG FOR INTERACTING ELECTRONS
COUPLED TO PHONONS
We work in the path-integral representation and on-
sider the general ation
S(ψ, φ) = Se(ψ) + Sph(φ) + Se−ph(ψ, φ) + Se−e(ψ) (1)
where
Se =
∫
ωk
ψ†σk (iω − ǫk)ψkσ (2)
is the free eletron ation and
Sph =
∫
Ωq
φ†q(iΩ− wq)φq (3)
is the free phonon ation (k = {ω,k} and q = {Ω,q},
where ω,Ω are fermioni and bosoni Matsubara frequen-
ies, respetively, and k,q are the momenta). The inter-
ation terms are given by
Se−ph =
∫
ωk
∫
Ωq
g(q)ψ†σk+qψkσ(φq + φ
†
−q) (4)
and
Se−e =
1
2
3∏
i=1
∫
ωiki
u(k4, k3, k2, k1)ψ
†σ
k4
ψk2σψ
†σ′
k3
ψk1σ′ (5)
where k4 = k1 + k2 − k3. (We use units suh that ~ =
1 = kB.) The above ation denes the input physis
at a ut-o Λ0 suh that ωD, g, u ≪ Λ0 ≪ EF (thus
N ≃ EF /Λ0 ≫ 1).
The phonons, being desribed by a gaussian ation, an
be integrated out exatly leading to an eletron-eletron
problem with retarded interations
u˜(k4, k3, k2, k1) = u(k4, k3, k2, k1)
− 2g(k1, k3)g(k2, k4)D(k1 − k3) , (6)
where
D(q) =
ωq
ω2 + ω2q
(7)
is the phonon propagator. Here we are onsidering
fermions with spin and it is suient to fous on inter-
ations involving two fermions with opposite spins
9
. For
u˜ =

=

+

(a)
Σ =

(b)
Γ
(4)
=

+

+

(c)
Figure 1: (a) The retarded interation u˜; (b) The self-energy
orretion; () The interation vertex.
spinless fermions the initial ondition must be antisym-
metrized with respet to 1↔2 and 3↔4. The Feynman
diagram assoiated with the initial vertex u˜ is shown
in Fig.1(a). The vertex is a funtion of the momenta
and frequenies of the in-oming and out-going eletrons,
with momentum and frequeny onservation. The de-
pendene on the magnitude of the momenta is irrelevant
and all k's are taken to be on the Fermi surfae. For
a generi non-nested Fermi surfae, with no singularities
and with time-reversal symmetry, only two types of sat-
tering exist
6
: forward sattering with k1 = k3, k2 = k4
(these evolve into Landau parameters) and the sattering
in the Cooper hannel with k1 = −k2, k3 = −k4. The
box vertex in the diagrams in Fig.1 an represent either
one of these sattering proesses. The forward satter-
ing hannel (whih does not ow under the RG as in the
ase of pure eletron-eletron interations
6
) ontributes
to the eletron self-energy Σ(k, ω) as shown in Fig.1(b).
We an write
Σ(ω,k) = Σ0 + i(1− Z(ω,k))ω (8)
with two types of ontributions: a shift in the hemial
potential (δµ ∝ Σ0) and wave-funtion renormalization,
Z(ω,k). The shift in the hemial potential an be re-
absorbed in the theory by assuming a xed number of
eletrons
6
. The wave-funtion renormalization, Z(ω,k),
is of speial interest in this problem.
The starting point of our RG is the interation vertex
Γ(4)[u˜] in the Cooper hannel, as shown in Fig.1():
Γ(4)[u˜(−k3, k3,−k1, k1)] = u˜(−k3, k3,−k1, k1)
−
∫
ωk
u˜(−k, k,−k1, k1)u˜(−k3, k3,−k, k)
(iω − ǫk − Σ(ω,k))(−iω − ǫk − Σ(−ω,k)) , (9)
where the momentum integral is suh that all internal
energies lie between 0 and Λ.
3II. EXACT ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR A
CIRCULAR FERMI SURFACE
In order to establish the method and proeed with sim-
ple analytial manipulations, we fous on an isotropi
Fermi surfae with no singular regions, and Einstein
phonons with frequeny ωE (the generalization for an
arbitrary phonon spetrum is straightforward
8
). Sine,
EF≫ωD, g, u we ignore radial exursions away from the
Fermi surfae in the oupling onstants. In this ase
the external eletron momentum an be put on kF and
u˜(−k3, k3,−k1, k1) depends on the angles only via the
dierene θ1−θ3. Let us dene
v˜(ω1, ω3)=N(0)
∫
dθ1
2π
∫
dθ3
2π
u˜(−k3, k3,−k1, k1)
where N(0) is the Fermi surfae density of states.
The RG equations are obtained from (9) by imposing
the ondition of ut-o independene, namely,
dΓ(4)
dℓ
= 0 (10)
where ℓ = ln(Λ0/Λ) is the RG sale. From (9) we obtain:
d
dℓ
v˜(ω1, ω3, ℓ) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
π
Λℓ v˜(ω1, ω, ℓ)v˜(ω, ω3, ℓ)
Λ2ℓ + Z
2
ℓ (ω)ω
2
,(11)
with the initial RG ondition
v˜(ω1, ω3, ℓ = 0) = u0 − λωED(ω1 − ω3)
where u0 is the bare eletron-eletron interation
12
and
λ =
2N(0)g2
ωE
(12)
is the eletron-phonon oupling onstant. Notie that
this is a funtional equation, beause retardation intro-
dued by the phonons leads to a mixing of the ouplings
at low and high frequenies.
The RG equation for Zℓ(ω), whih for a irular Fermi
surfae does not depend on the momentum diretion, an
be likewise derived and formally integrated to give:
Zℓ(ω) = 1 +
λ
πω
∫
ω′
∫ ∞
Λℓ
ZΛω
′D(ω − ω′)
Z2Λ(ω
′)ω′2 + Λ2
. (13)
The large-N onsiderations of ref. [6℄ are fully appli-
able here sine we are dealing with non-singular intera-
tions (albeit retarded). Thus the one-loop ows derived
above are exat as N → ∞. More detailed analysis is
presented in Se. IV.
Notie that (11) an be seen as a matrix problem:
dU
dℓ
= −U ·M ·U (14)
where
Uij(ℓ) = v˜(ωi, ωj, ℓ) ,
and
Mij(ℓ) =
Λℓδij
π(Λ2ℓ + Z
2
ℓ (ωi)ω
2
i )
.
The solution of (14) is:
U(ℓ) = [1 +U(0) ·P(ℓ)]−1U(0) ,
with P(ℓ) dened as
P(ℓ) =
∫ ℓ
0
dℓ′M(ℓ′) .
Therefore, the ondition for the instability of the RG at
a ertain sale ℓ = ℓc is given by:
det [1 +U(0) ·P(ℓc)] = 0 . (15)
Equivalently, we ould searh for the eigenvetor f of
the matrix U−1(ℓc) with zero eigenvalue:
[1 +U(0) ·P(ℓc)] · f = 0 ,
that is,
f(ω) = − 1
π
∫
ω′
∫ ∞
Λc
[u0 − λωED(ω − ω′)]
Z2Λ(ω
′)ω′2 + Λ2
f(ω′) , (16)
whih is an integral equation for f(ω).
For a given value of input parameters (u0, λ, ωE ,Λ0)
the set of equations (16) and (13) an be solved for a
ritial ut-o energy sale, Λc, at whih the running
ouplings diverge and the Fermi liquid desription breaks
down.
III. FINITE TEMPERATURE FORMALISM
AND DERIVATION OF ELIASHBERG'S
EQUATIONS
The T = 0 formalism presented in the previous setion
an be readily extended to T > 0, providing us with a
more experimentally aessible quantity namely, a rit-
ial temperature. We seek the temperature T ∗ below
whih the Fermi liquid desription eases to exist as one
sales towards the Fermi surfae, that is, as Λc → 0. In
this ase we replae the integrals in (13) and (16) by Mat-
subara sums and extend the integrals in Λ from 0 to ∞
to obtain
Z(ωn)φ(ωn)=−πT ∗
∑
m
[u0−λωED(ωn−ωm)]φ(ωm)|ωm| ,(17)
where we have dened φ(ωn) = f(ωn)/Z(ωn) and the
Matsubara frequeny ωn = πT
∗(2n + 1), where n is an
integer. Moreover, from (13) we nd:
Z(ωn) = 1 + λωE
πT ∗
ωn
∑
m
sgn(ωm)D(ωn − ωm) . (18)
4
i-j
i
j
=

i
j
i
j
∝ g/
√
N (a)

=

∝ g2 (b)

=

∝ g4 (c)

=

∝ g4/N2 (d)
Figure 2: (a) The eletron-phonon vertex; (b)-(d) are self-
energy orretions.
The solution of (17) and (18) gives the value of T ∗ as a
funtion of the input parameters.
We now relate our approah to Eliashberg's self-
onsistent mean-eld theory whih assumes a bro-
ken symmetry with a superonduting order parameter
∆(ωn), in ontrast to ours whih starts from the Fermi
liquid phase. Remarkably (17) and (18) oinide with the
Eliashberg equations at T = Tc if we replae φ(ωn) by
∆(ωn)
11
. This result is striking sine φ(ωn) is not an or-
der parameter and no symmetry breaking was assumed in
our alulation. By the same token, we an show that Λc
plays the role of the zero temperature superonduting
gap, ∆0. Sine the RG proedure, approahing the insta-
bility from high temperatures, leads to an instability of
the Fermi liquid state at a temperature T ∗ that is equal
to the ritial temperature Tc produed by the Eliashberg
theory. Thus, it is no surprise that we an show that in
the weak/intermediate oupling regime (µ∗ < λ < 1) we
reover the MMillan formula
13
:
T ∗ ≈ 1.13ωE exp
{
− 1 + λ
λ− µ∗(1 + λ)
}
, (19)
where
µ∗=
u0
1+u0 ln(Λ0/ωE)
, (20)
is the eetive eletron-eletron interation at the sale
of ωE (Anderson-Morel potential) and the Allen-Dynes
expression
14
:
T ∗ ≈ 0.16
√
λωE (21)
at strong oupling.
IV. EXPANSION IN 1/N AND DERIVATION OF
MIGDAL'S THEOREM
From the 1/N analysis of ref.[6℄, we know that the
solution above for the one-loop RG equations ontains
the sum of all dominant orretions in 1/N . The terms
that have been left out go to zero as N → ∞. We
have therefore demonstrated that, provided that one an
start the RG ow at Λ0 ≪ EF , Eliashberg's theory is
the asymptotially exat desription of the eetive low-
energy physis obtained by RG thanks to the small pa-
rameter 1/N . While this is an important result, the main
signiane of our methods is that it an be used to study
the ompetition between harge density wave (and other
instabilities) and superondutivity in the strong ou-
pling (λ ≪ 1) regime of phonons, something that an-
not easily be ahieved in a mean-eld approah. This
issue arises for example for Fermi surfaes with regions
of nesting. For arbitrary shapes of the Fermi surfae the
solution of the RG equations an be obtained numerially
by disretizing the Fermi surfaes into pathes
9,15
.
Sine Eliashberg's theory is based on Migdal's
theorem
16
, whih states that eletron-phonon vertex or-
retions to the eletron self-energy vanish as ωD/EF → 0,
it must be that this theorem is built into our approah.
We show here how this result arises and that the small
parameter ωD/EF of Migdal's theorem is replaed here
by 1/N .
Let us go bak to the problem before we traed the
phonons and disuss the 1/N hierarhy. The path in-
dex notation arries very naturally to phonons. While
it is obvious that when a fermion in path i satters to
path j, it emits a phonon of momentum kj −ki, we an
also go the other way: a phonon of "large" momentum
an be resolved, up to a two-fold ambiguity, into a dif-
ferene ki − kj assoiated with pathes i and j, due to
the fat that the eletron momenta lie in a thin annulus
around the Fermi surfae. This fat allows us to de-
sribe phonons with the double-index notation employed
by t'Hooft for gluons in QCD
17
: the phonon line is seen
as made out of two ounter-propagating eletron lines,
as depited in Fig.2(a). The feature of the large N ap-
proah, that given a sum or dierene of momenta, one
an uniquely reonstrut the parts as Λ→ 0 was pointed
out in ref.[6℄. Sine integrating out the phonons pro-
dues a four-fermion interation of size 1/N it is lear
the eletron-phonon vertex will be of size 1/
√
N in our
notation.
Any given diagram made of nu verties u, ng ver-
ties g and nL internal loops is of order (1/N)
n
where
n = −nu − ng/2 + nL. This way we an organize the di-
agrammati expansion in powers of 1/N . The number of
loops in eah diagram, nL, an be easily obtained using
Fig.2(a). Consider the problem of the RG for Σ(k, ω)
shown in Fig.2(b)-(d). It is lear from Fig. 2(b) that
the orretion of order g2 should be taken into aount.
While g2 omes with a fator 1/N , there is an internal
losed loop giving an extra fator of N resulting in a or-
retion of O(N0) for the self-energy. At the same order in
perturbation expansion in 1/N , there are diagrams that
are made from a simple repetition of Fig. 2(b), whih are
obviously of order O(N0) but higher order in g. Diagram
Fig. 2() is of order O(N0), like diagram 2(b), and so are
50 2 4 6 8 10λ
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
T*
/ω
Ε
0 0.1 0.2
T/ωE
0
0.1
0.2
de
t[I
+U
0P
(T
/ω
E)]
Figure 3: The numerial solution of (15) (ontinuous line) for
µ∗ = 0, 0.17, and 0.24 (from top to bottom) as a funtion of
λ. Dashed line: T ∗/ωE = 1.1 exp{−(1 + λ)/(λ + µ∗(1 + λ)}
for µ∗ = 0.24; dotted line: T ∗/ωE = 0.11
√
λ− 1.49 for µ∗ =
0.24. The inset shows the determinant in (15) as a funtion
of T for µ∗ = 0 and λ = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7 and 1 (from top to
bottom).
all the other rainbow diagrams that are automatially
inluded into the theory. Thus, by solving the RG equa-
tions for a running self-energy at one-loop, we in fat
take into aount all orretions of order O(N0) to all
loops. The innite series of diagrams being summed is
not arbitrary and arises naturally from the RG equations,
as shown by our 1/N analysis. The nal diagram of order
g4 is shown in Fig.2(d): this is the famous vertex orre-
tion to the eletron self-energy due to eletron-phonon
interations studied by Migdal
16
. Notie that diagram
2(d) does not ontain any internal loops and is of order
O(N−2) and thus is vanishingly small as N → ∞. It
is easy to show that these orretions to the self-energy
lead to (13). Thus, Migdal's theorem is built into the
large N approah18. We an also show that the phonon
self-energy has only ontributions of order 1/N2.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our method provides a novel way to alulate Tc of su-
perondutors, starting from the normal state. At the su-
peronduting instability, Eliashberg's equations are de-
rived from the RG ow equations. These self-onsistent
integral equations (17) are equivalent to the ondition
of zero determinant expressed in (15). In our RG ap-
proah, one the bare values of the ouplings are given,
we simply alulate the ow of det[1 + U(0) · P(T )] by
solving the dierential RG ow equations and determine
T ∗ as the point when this quantity beomes zero (see in-
set in Fig.3). This numerial alulation is muh simpler
than solving (17) diretly, sine it does not involve self-
onsisteny onditions. In Fig.3 we show the alulation
of T ∗ as a funtion of λ with this new method together
with the approximate asymptoti expressions for weak
and strong oupling.
In summary, we have developed an asymptotially ex-
at RG method that takes into aount eletron-eletron
and eletron-phonon interations in an unbiased way and
reprodues all of Eliashberg's theory and also provides
a framework (large-N) for understanding it as well as
Migdal's theorem that goes into it. Our proedure an
be used for any Fermi surfae geometry and for any num-
ber of sattering hannels (forward, harge and spin den-
sity wave, et) and therefore allows for the study of the
ompetition between sattering hannels
8
. Finally, our
proedure allows for a new numerial way to investigate
superondutivity in metals.
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